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EGREGORE 

The egregore is a tank of ideas, designs, senses and emotions that puts itself 
systematically into place when a certain number of consciousnesses have 
something common to share. This bubble of information connected to our bubble of 
perception, is therefore potentially orientated either towards an evolution to the 
Service to Self (STS), or towards an evolution to the Service to Others (STO).


The egregore is a living ensemble of information : the mind-forms. These ones are 
thoughts that acquire a certain autonomy and establish an information mass in 
circulation. This mass is in some sort of way a prolongation of the projections of the 
individuals’ consciousness that feed it constantly thanks to mind-forms. These last 
ones are associated to conscientised emotions or not.


The egregore directly owes its durability to the existence of fossilised and obsolete 
beliefs uncalled into question. It is part of the matrix of 3rd density whereas it is still 
not formed in STO’s 4th density (because it is for us to create it at a superior level of 
consciousness).


The STO consciousness has therefore the objective to extract ourselves from 
these restrictive mind-forms to create a new reality, which it is set into place by a 
new mind-form egregore, this time being STO.

Lets see what Wikipedia says about its etymology : 


“... it is in ancient greek that it must be searched for the etymology and the logic of 
the egregore’s root word.

This one hears itself as well in έγρήγορα (egregora), perfect d'έγείρω, to make rise, 
awaken, wake-up, as well as in the derived verb έγρηγοράω (egregorao), to be 
awakened, or the feminine substantive έγρήγορσις,εως (egregorsis), wakefulness, 
or even the adverbs έγρήγορότως (egregorots) and έγρηγορτι (egregorti), both 
meaning by staying awake.”


We can however say that the nature of our relationship to the egregore can either be 
awakened or conscious, or passive therefore unconscious, and of this will depend 
on the egregore’s repercussions on our perception of reality. Indeed, the egregore 
having featured to the world of ideas, of consciousness, of extrasensory as well as 
to an expanded connexion with the universe, it evokes from this fact the existence 
of a potential awakening.
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Allowing fast access to all information which is in the background of our exchanges 
and that feeds the individual informational fields, the egregore influences and reveals 
the philosophical orientation of the group that is attached to it and therefore guides 
the direction in which this one will spend its energy.


The egregore, the collective consciousness, is it turned towards the emergence of 
new information, towards evolution ? Or on the contrary closed in a status quo that 
makes the individuals blind to its presence ?

You will have understood it, from its structure, its role and its manifestation coming 
from 4th density, it is a tool that the STS’s control system uses and particularly likes 
to maintain humanity in its mental prison.


For example, a person staying unconscious of the multidimensional tricks of the 
STS cartel and watching a documentary on poverty in the world, senses sadness 
where emerges a deep culpability, pity towards the oppressed people. A mind-form 
then clears itself from its being and comes to grow the “culpability” egregore that 
will therefore be more influential on the “potentially connectable” individuals to this 
one.


On the other hand, the same person who has become aware of the predatory reality 
that reigns over our 3rd density, will be able to sense the same emotions, but 
instead of enduring them, he will cross them consciously. The energy that he was 
providing before to the predatory system through the “culpability towards the 
oppressed people” egregore, will be orientated by another mind-form towards an 
STO nature egregore, for example made of the “responsability” energy.


Their existence can be punctual or extended, but to maintain themselves, egregores 
need to be fed by thoughts, therefore provoke an interest. If through a certain way, 
they have a hold on the etheric and physical world, they extend themselves 
especially in the astral where they can govern these more dense worlds and 
according to the consciousness’ level of an individual, be of help for him to 
understand the lived situations.


The egregore is generally the invisible part of a phenomenon - the most powerful 
because it is connected with the consciousness’ mechanisms, which makes it an 
important bet of the STS’s strategy - that has repercussions on biology, behaviours, 
the mental and can be visible for example through the “mesh” clothing profile fed by 
the “to be in war” egregore. Likewise he will often be reinforced by symbols.


Egregores are everywhere, they can come from or hang themselves to a firm, a 
village, a region, an institution, a mind or action group, a religious cult, a trend, an 
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age class, a socio-cultural fringe, a human disaster, an astrological era but also to a 
celebration, a traffic jam, holidays, etc… 

They can be connected to our society through its “visible” part : the Christmas 
celebrations, New Year’s Eve, the 14th of July, the 1st of May, the 11th of November, 
the solstices…, and hosted by its occult part : shamanisms, Freemasonry, esoteric 
schools…, each in their manner, deliberately use of the egregore phenomenon as an 
access support to subtle levels where the communication system widens itself.


Today, egregores can be detected scientifically for example with the Bioscope 
protocol set in place by Catherine Anae Martin and Stephane Cardinaux or the Egg 
technology coming from the Project of Global Consciousness. With this last one 
during Lady Di’s funeral, the boxes (specific sensors placed a bit everywhere at the 
globe’s surface) have recorded until China a variation of the mental field.


So as we said it, the egregore is “local” as it envelops a given psychophysics 
manifestation, but it can through space and time direct itself towards people, soul-
groups that keep the characteristics that correspond to it.


According to the resonance principle, these thoughts and therefore the egregore, 
travel from a temporal line to another as well as between past and future. The 
egregore of an already realised future can influence our present and our past as we 
often pick without knowing in the ensemble of unsolved projections locked by the 
STS consortium that define some futures.

The egregore varies depending on the individual’s resonance’s frequency.


We also notice that the egregore is closely connected to the reality of temporal lines, 
to what some people call destiny and to what we could name karma.


The multidimensional orientation of our energy is therefore dependent on the use 
that we make of egregores that are true resonance boxes, privileged exchange 
spaces to obtain the correct information and lighten the initiatory route on which we 
are progressing.


In other words, we can open ourselves “to Us” in the STO’s future, an “Us” which is 
a close emanation of our Superconsciousness, and harvest the fruits from another 
type of egregore that invites us this one, to create a future independent of any 
projection.


Egregores are therefore linked to a transdimensional programming that we 
must become aware of if we want to undo ourselves of the matrix.
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